PROMARK WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT

ProJob

JOB REGISTRATION IN PROJOB – THE WAY TO
OPTIMISE PRODUCTION
ProJob gathers critical production data via employee registrations – even if they are
outside company premises. This gives an updated overview of production status and a
basis for efficient reporting.
In other words, your company gets updated and valuable insight into your own operations. This provides a solid and factual basis for optimising production processes and
costs and improves the ability to react fast to changes in demand or capacity.
ProJob has standard integration to a series of ERP systems – including Microsoft
Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, Dynamics AX/NAV as well as SAP ERP –
and can thus enrich the company’s ERP data in an automated process.
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PROJOB GATHERS AND VALIDATES CRITICAL PRODUCTION DATA
MASTER DATA ON JOBS

ProJob helps optimise the company’s production processes and costs and is
usually integrated with the ERP system, which feeds the ProJob database with
production plans in the form of orders and operations.

GATHERING

ProJob contains master data relating to orders/operations, work centres,

PRODUCTION-CRITICAL DATA

resources, materials and human resources. The module can therefore ensure
smooth collection and storage of production-critical data and operational information from production jobs such as:
•

Time consumption per order/operation/work centre/resource or state
(standard time versus normal time)

•

Status of completed orders/operations

•

Produced amounts indicating approved and rejected, possibly with
indication of reason

TAILORED JOB DIALOGUE

•

Costs per order/operation/employee expressed as time per payroll type

•

Material consumption

Employee registrations can be customised in a highly detailed manner, including
notifications on deviations and indication of reasons.

UPDATE OF PRODUCTION

The real-time-based entries are validated and fed back to the ERP system for

PLANS IN THE ERP SYSTEM

continuous update of the production plans. This also provides accurate data as
a foundation for future planning.

STANDARD INTEGRATION

ProJob has standard integration to a series of ERP systems – including Micro-

TO MICROSOFT, SAP AND

soft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, Dynamics AX/NAV as well as

OTHER ERP SYSTEMS

SAP ERP – and can thus enrich data in these systems via an automated process.

USER INTERFACES FOR EVERY NEED
DATA COLLECTION

Data is typically collected via terminals, web portal, PC client or mobile app

VIA VARIOUS MEDIA

which can also give the employees an overview of their work schedule and
information on accumulated leave and overtime.
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With the use of a tablet or mobile phone, even service technicians can use ProJob
when working outside company premises.
SECURE IP65 TERMINALS

For advanced and demanding production environments, we offer secure terminals
with the Ingress Protection Rating IP65, which means approved for damp environments.

EASY ACCESS TO

When using ProPC, employees can gain direct access to electronic drawing direc-

DOCUMENTATION

tories, operational descriptions, instructions as well as video sequences showing
e.g. correct assembly, installation etc.

PROPORTAL FOR

In ProPortal, managers can carry out most of their tasks related to production, e.g.

THE MANAGER

correct and approve job registrations as well as get an overview of status in production (via the Production Display).

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRESS OF PRODUCTION IN REAL TIME
PROGRESS IN PRODUCTION

With the Production Display, the manager gets an overview of the progress of
orders and the ability to monitor that the right employees are working on the
desired orders.

PRODUCTION DISPLAY ON

Via big screens/monitors or on pc/tablet, the Production Display provides a

MONITORS OR PC/TABLET

clear picture of production status – in real time. Both planned and actual production is displayed on screen and based on employee registrations of their time
usage and production results, the actual status in the individual production units
is updated. This creates the foundation for continuously ensuring that company
resources are used correctly and that information on what needs to be executed is available and visible to everybody.
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ABILITY TO ACT SWIFTLY

The time spent and the actual production result is updated in real time and can
be compared to what was planned. This way, irregularities and potential delays
are identified early on, enabling the company to act before it is too late.

INSIGHT INTO THE
REASONS OF DEVIATIONS

The advanced setup in ProJob makes it possible to assess each operator’s:
•

Consumed time versus the normal time basis

•

Registered versus planned numbers produced

•

Scrap percentage

•

Material consumption

•

Under-qualification of operators compared with requirements

MEASURING

With ProJob it is also possible to carry out measurements of machine run-

MACHINE EFFICIENCY

times, stop times, call-in times, repair times, get automatic machine time corrections, e.g. in the case of one-man operation of a two-man machine as well as
machine time registered directly from the terminals on the shop floor.

DATA FOR REPORTING

In addition, ProJob provides validated and updated data for analysis of, for example,

AND BI

the payroll costs per order or product, productivity, efficiency, the comparison
of standard times with real time, or scrapped items/machine stoppages per
order, machine or employee. This can be handled in standard reports or more
advanced in the company’s Business Intelligence tool.

NOTIFICATIONS ON

Notifications can be set up on deviations, missing registrations and approvals or

RELEVANT EVENTS

other relevant events to ensure that the relevant employees, managers or
departments are notified right away.

HANDLING OF COMPLEX
ALGORITHMS

ProJob can also handle complex algorithms for the division of time such as:
•

One operator for several operations. The operator’s time is allocated to
several operations either full time on all or according to a distribution key.
However, the operator only receives supplement/salary for the actual time

•

Several operators on the same operation

•

Employee hours versus machine time for an operation

•

Even time distribution between operations and relative time distribution
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SCHEDULING, PIECE-WORK

In relation to planning, ProJob can supply job lists and employee scheduling via

AND SUPPLEMENTS

ProSchedule and ProRoster. In addition, the system also provides information
for fixing accumulated shift payments and supplements.

PROJOB PROVIDES LASTING IMPROVEMENTS IN PRODUCTIVITY
PROJOB CONTRIBUTES
WITH STRATEGIC REASONS

ProJob provides detailed insight into conditions like:
•

The use and maintenance of the company’s production equipment via the
collection of utilisation times, efficiencies and scrap reasons

FOR DEVIATIONS
•

Reasons for deviations such as waiting times for machines, shortages of
materials etc.

•

Used and produced goods etc. which enables correct logistics control by
supporting the company’s information flow in the overall value chain

•

Where quality does not live up to quality targets

•

Why delivery times are not met as planned

•

Why production costs are too high (such as overtime supplements which
can perhaps be reduced by better employee planning)

FACT-BASED DECISIONS

In other words, your company gets updated and valuable insight into your own
operations. This provides a solid and factual basis for optimising production
processes and improves the ability to react fast to changes in demand or capacity.

CORRECT POST-

Through simpler reporting and more detailed and automated data transfer to the

CALCULATIONS

ERP system, your company gets a valuable foundation for correct post-calculations.

INCREASED

Experience shows that productivity can often be improved significantly – primarily

PRODUCTIVITY

through the improved utilisation of the company’s staff, machines and materials.

MORE RELIABLE DELIVERY

Moreover, your company can improve delivery reliability and reduce production

TIMES AND REDUCED COSTS

costs using the knowledge gained from the information provided by ProJob,
such as data for monitoring of production and wastage times, efficiency and
scrap reasons.
These benefits which reappear year after year, will often entail even more gains
via the greater transparency surrounding the processes on the production floor.
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ProJob is part of Task management in ProMark Workforce Management. With ProMark we help to
manage companies’ largest and most valuable and strategic resource – the workforce. Contact us at
+44 808 23 44 786 for more information about all opportunities or go to www.mark-info.co.uk.

TIME & ATTENDANCE

ABSENCE MANAGEMENT
Advanced handling of accrual, use and transfer of
holiday. Sickness management with distribution on the
right accounts and workflows for follow-up and
overview

TASK MANAGEMENT

SCHEDULING
Rostering and employee scheduling for effective use of
company resources – even in case of deviations

USER EXPERIENCE
Webportal, mobile app and terminals for registration,
overview and approvals

INTEGRATIONS

ANALYTICS

DELIVERY OPTIONS

Precise registration of working hours and absence
validated against collective and local agreements creates
the correct payroll basis

Registration of employee activities (job, project and
process) refines ERP data for follow-up on deliveries
and costs

Reports and Business Intelligence for analysis of data
from all parts of ProMark for fact-based decisions and
increased efficiency

Modern, secure API-based integrations for payroll,
HR and ERP ensure exchange of important data and
user experiences

Standard public cloud, private cloud or on-premise as
the customer wishes
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MARK INFORMATION

Mark Information is an innovative software company offering Workforce Management solutions from offices in Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, United Kingdom and Romania. Mark Information’s Workforce Management solution ProMark enables
customers to optimise productivity and generate savings through scheduling the right resources, at the right time, for the right
job and ensures that resources are remunerated correctly in the most effective way. Mark Information services global
corporations and has more than 1000 installations and 300,000 users. Read more at www.mark-info.co.uk.
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